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Who Will Be Replaced?

➢Janitorial 

➢Security

➢Food services

➢Receptionists

➢Help desk



Robots and 
Autonomous Vehicles 
are coming!















Robots…..

➢Don’t call in sick

➢Do not join unions (yet!)

➢Do not need holidays or breaks

➢Can work 24/7

➢Never complain

➢Not bothered by repetition

➢Does not put off making decisions!



Robotics and Artificial Intelligence





Intelligent Voice Response and Interaction



Artificial Intelligence 
is Coming!







Artificial Intelligence has grown because of…

1. Advancements in complex algorithms.

2. Dramatic Increase in speed and computing power.

3. Ability to digest data from various sources.

4. Ability to store and retrieve massive amounts of data.









A chatbot (also known as 

a talkbot, chatterbot, Bot, chatterbox, IM 

bot, interactive agent, or Artificial Conversational 
Entity)









Now!







Payroll taxes will 
decrease as the 
human work force 
shrinks.

1

Sales tax revenue 
declines due to less 
spending.

2

Real estate taxes will 
decline as there will 
be less need for 
“offices”. 
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Robotics, AFI - Impact on Government



What Can Government Do?

Consider 
taxing 
robots as 
humans.

1

Consider 
training and 
retraining 
of 
workforce.

2

Attract or Expand 
Community 
Colleges.

3

Need for new zoning 
& liability laws and 
regs for autonomous 
vehicles.
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They Are Already Here…
➢Drones

➢Cyber security network monitoring

➢Automated answering systems

➢Robots as greeters

➢Policing - predictive crime analytics

➢Bomb detection robots

➢IoE monitoring devices

➢Video surveillance monitoring systems

➢Anticipatory engagement

➢Voice interaction: Siri, Cortana, Alexa, Google Assistant

➢Chatbots 

➢Autonomous vehicles

➢Other?



Will remove 
mundane 
repetitive 

work.

Need to re-
think self-
worth in a 

society that 
defines us by 
what we do.

Need to re-think 
wealth 

redistribution.*
Need to rethink 

the nature of 
work, self 

actualization, 
and self-
respect.

Impact On Society

*Universal Basic Income (UBI)





Issues

▪Future of work

▪Decision making

▪Ethics

▪Security

▪Citizen engagement 

▪Planning

▪Predicting

▪Human override

▪Other? 



Discussion


